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Abstract - Silicon wedge machining for wafer-scale fabrication of functional 3Dnanostructures
Corner lithography is an emerging self-aligned technique for wafer-scale nano-patterning based on
simple thin film processing in or on a mold containing sharp corners [1 - 3]. Based on this technique,
nano-substructures can be formed on each sharp corner in parallel, and independent on orientation in
space. It is therefore a relatively cheap and versatile patterning technique for 3D-nanomachining, in the
same “family” of techniques as edge lithography [4].
When thermal oxidation is performed at relative low temperature (typically < 900 °C), a locally thinner
layer forms near and around sharp convex corners. Through isotropic HF etching it is thus possible to
selectively expose the silicon for example at the apices of {111}-plane defined wedges. This procedure
(“convex corner lithography”) has been followed to produce nano-cavities, and high density arrays of
sub-20 nm nanogaps [5] at the apices of such wedges. By means of this technique more complicated
functional nanostructures can be produced at these apices, in high density arrays and over large
substrate areas. Typical application fields include nanofluidics, nanoelectronics, nanophotonics, and
NEMS. Some examples will be presented and discussed.

